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ABSTRACT 
Let R, denote the set of all m X n matrices over an algebraically closed field F 
whose ranks lie in the set E, where E is a subset of (1,2,. ,m>. Let T be a linear 
transformation which maps R, into itself. Under some restrictions on E, or when T is 
nonsingular, there are nonsinguku matrices U and V such that T(A) = UAV for every 
mxnmatrixA. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M,,,,(F) denote the set of all m X n matrices over the algebraically 
closed field F, and let Rj denote the subset of M,,,(F) consisting of all the 
rank j matrices. A natural question to ask is: What is the structure of those 
linear transformations T: M,,.(F) -+ M,,,(F) such that T(R,.) c Rj for a 
single fixed j, 1 Q j < min(m, n)? The problem is partially solved (see [l, 2, 4, 
5]), and in each known case there exist U E M,,,(F) and V E M,, ,J F), both 
nonsingular, such that either: 
(i) T: A + UAV for all A E M,,,(F), or 
(ii) m = n and T: A + UAtV for all A E M,,,(F), where At denotes the 
transpose of A. 
This paper deals with a generalization of the above problem: What is the 
structure of all linear transformations T: M,,,(F) + M,,,(F) such that 
T({Rj: jEE})c{Rj: jEE)whereEisasubsetof{l,...,min(m,n)}? 
For notational convenience we shall define R, = U jE ER j and denote the 
rank of A by p(A), the image of T by Im T, and the kernel of T by ker T. 
Further, throughout this paper we will assume n >, m, and, since if E = 
(1,. . . > m}, the set of all nonsingular transformations map R, to R,, we 
assume throughout that E is a proper subset of (1,. . . , m}. 
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For further reference we state 
THEOREM A. If T: M,,,(F)+ M,,.(F) has the property that T(R,)c 
R,, then there exist nonsingular m x m and n x n matrices U and V reqwec- 
tively such that either: 
(i) T:A+UAV~~~~ZZAEM,,,(F), or 
(ii) m = n and T: A -+ UAtV for all A E M,,.(F). 
For proof see [4, Theorem l] and [5, Theorem 3.81. 
2. THE NONSINGULAR CASE 
We begin our investigation with 
THEOREM 1. lf T: M,,,(F)+ M,,,(F) isrumsingularand T(R,)c R,, 
then T(R,) G R,. 
Proof. Suppose there exists A E M,,,(F) such that p(A) = 1 and 
@(A))> 1. 
Case 1: m P E. Let k E E be the maximum. If there is B E M,,,(F) 
such that p(B) < k and p(T( B)) > k, then let U and V be nonsingular 
matrices such that 
I, 0 0 
UBV= / 0 Ok_, 0 
0 0 0 1 > 
and let 
c=u-1 
Since 
U(B+xC)V=UBV+xUCV 
0, 0 0 
0 I,_, 0 v-l. 
   1 
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we see that p( B + XC) = k for all x * 0. However, since p(T( B)) > k, p(T( B 
+ XC)) > k for all but a finite number of x E F. That is, there is a matrix D 
such that p(D) = k and p(T(D)) > k. Thus D E R, and T(D)E R,, con- 
tradicting that T(R,)c R,. Thus if p(B) < k, then p(T(B))< k. However 
p(A) = 1 and p( T( A)) > 1. Thus let A, = A, and let Vi and V, be nonsingular 
matrices such that 
WY4 )v, = 
[ 1 IP O 0 0’ where p = p(T(A)). 
Now choose a rank 1 matrix A, such that U,T(A,)V, has a nonzero (i, j) 
entry with i, j>, p + 1. Clearly p(T(A, + aAs)) > p for all but a finite number 
of x E F. Choose xs such that p(T(A, + .r,A,))> p. Now, for g = 3,...,k let 
U, be nonsingular matrices such that 
U,_,T( A + x&, + . . . + y&, &-I= [‘d ;]3 
and choose a rank 1 matrix A, such that U,_iT(A,)V,_ r has a nonzero (i, j) 
term with i,j> s +l. Then choose xs such that p(T(A + xsA, + .. . + 
x,A,)) > p + g - 1. Let B = A, + xsA, + . . . + x,A,. Since p(Ai) = 1, i = 
1 , . . . , k, we have p(B) < k and p( T( B)) > p + k - 1 > k, a contradiction. 
Case 2: m E E. Let k be the largest integer not in E and less than m, 
andlet G={k+l,...,m}. 
Subcase 1: T(R,) g R,. In this instance there must be A E M,,“(F) with 
p(A) > k and p(T( A)) < k. Since T is nonsingular, there exists B such that 
p(T(A)+ yT(B)) = k for alI but a finite number of y E F. However P(A + 
yB) > k for alI but a finite number of y E F. Thus, there exists C E M,,.(F) 
such that p(C) > k and p(T(C)) = k, contradicting that T( RE) 2 R,. 
Subcase 2: T(R,) L R,. As in case 1, since there exists A E M,,,(F) such 
thatp(A)=landp(T(A))>l, wecanfindBEM,,,,(F)such thatp(B)=b 
< k and p(T(B)) > k; say p(T(B)) = 2. Let p,,. . . ,P*_~ be distinct primes, 
and let Di4) be the q x q diagonal matrix diag(p,, pf, . . . ,p”). Now define 
xi j=-(om j-l D,!“’ 0 ) 1 i=l,...,m-k, j=l ,...,k-m+l 
Y_=( ;_r:; o”i. u=l,..., m-k-l, u=l,..., m-k-u, 
Z”,“=(; ;y;). v=l,..., m-k-l, u=l,..., m-k-u, 
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and choose nonsingular matrices U and V such that 
U-lBV~l= O O 
[ 1 Ib 0’ 
Let S denote the space of matrices generated by {U-‘BV’, Xij)Yu,o, Z, ,,[i 
= 1 ,..., m-k;j=l,..., n-k+l;v=l,..., m-k-l;u=l,..., m-k-‘v}. 
Now if H E S then p(H) > k + 1 or H = a(u-‘BV-‘), a E F. Since &T(B)) 
> k and since T(R,)c R,, T( USV) is a space of matrices in R,. That is 
By [6, Theorem 211, dimT(USV) < (n - k)(m - k). However, 
dim T( USV ) = dim USV = dim S 
m-k-1 
=(n-m+l)(m-k)+2 c (m-k-v)+1 
tI=l 
= (rt - m + l)(m - k)+2(m -k - l)(m - k) 
- (m -k - l)(m - k)+l 
=(m-k)(n-m+l)+(m-k)(m-k-1)+1 
= [(m-k)(n- m+l+m-k-l)]+1 
= [(m - k)(n - k)] +l, 
contradicting that dim T(USV) < (12 - k)(m - k). 
Having reached a contradiction in each case, our assumption that there 
exists a rank 1 matrix A such that p(T(A)) > 1 must be false. That is 
T(R,)c R,. n 
3. THE SINGULAR CASE 
When the assumption of nonsingularity is dropped from the hypothesis, 
the problem becomes much more difficult. We can obtain a couple of results, 
but first we need the the following three lemmas, the first of which is an 
immediate corollary to [l, Lemma 2.21. 
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LEMMA 1. Zf E = {l,..., k), T(R,)< R, with 
andAEImT, thenA bus theform 
where A, is k x k. 
Before stating the next lemma, we need more notation: Define 
det A[a,,. . .,a,I/ll,.. ., &] to be the determinant of the s x s submatrix of A 
on rows aI,. . . , a, and columns pl,. . . , j3,. 
LEMMA 2. Zf E = (1,. . . , k), if T(R,) c R,, if 
T(: i)=(t i) with s,<k-2, 
andifAAImT, then 
whereA,iskxkandA,A,=O. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, if X E Im T, 
x= Xl x2 
i 1 x, 0 . 
Let A, be any rank 1 matrix in M,,,(F). Since 
L.= [t(; :)+A11 
for any t E F has rank less than k, we have p(T(L)) < k. (Otherwise one can 
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find a matrix of rank k whose image has rank greater than k.) That is, each 
(k + l)-square minor of T(L) = B must be zero. In particular det B[l, . . . , 
k,ull,..., k, v] = 0. Expanding, we get 0 = tkPIC~_ibUibi, + p(t), where l?(t) 
has degree less than or equal to k - 2. Since t is arbitrary, the coefficient of 
each power of t must be zero. In particular Cf= ib,, bi, = 0 for alI u and 0 such 
thatk<u~mandk<v~n.No~,ifT(A,)=C,thenb,~=c~~foralli~j; 
therefore, C~=icUiciO = 0 for all u and v such that k < u ,< m and k < v < n. 
Now let A, and A, be any two rank 1 matrices and consider 
H= [t(: i)+Al+A2]. 
Furtherlet T(H)=& T(A,)=C, and T(A,)=G. As above, since p(H)< k, 
p( T( H)) < k, and thus we have 
O=detB[l,..., k,ull,..., k,v] 
k 
= tk-l c buibi, + p(t), 
i=l 
where the degree of p(t) is at most k - 2. Since t is arbitrary, E~=Ib,i bi, = 0. 
Thus since bij=cij+gij for i* j, we have C:=,(cUi +gUi)(ci,+gi,)=O. 
That is, C~,icU,ciO +C:=icUigio +Z:kzlguicio +Cf=lguigio = 0. However, 
since A, and A, are rank 1, and T(A,)= C and T(A,) = G, we have 
C~=icUiciO = 0 and Cf=igUigi, = 0. Therefore 0 = C~_icUigiO +Ck=igUicio. 
Let A E M,,,(F); then A = A, + . . . + A,, where Ai are rank 1 matrices, 
i=l ,..., r. Let T(Ai)=Bi=(bcl)),i=l ,..., r, and T(A)=B. Here bij=bj:) 
+ b!?‘+ . . . + b(T). 
;or k < u < $ and k < v < n, 
; buibiO= 2 (b$‘+ ... +bs’)(b,!i’+ ... +b,!:)) 
i=l i=l 
From the above, since Bi is the image of a rank 1 matrix and k < u < m and 
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k < v < n, each sum on i is zero; that is, Ck= lb,, bi, = 0. That is, if k < u < m 
and k < v Q n, then E~=la,iuio = 0 for all A E ImT. n 
LEMMA 3. lf W is a subs-pace of M,, J F) such that each A E W has the 
fm 
A, A2 
i i A3 0 
where A, is k X k and A,A, = 0, then dimW < kn. 
Proof. Suppose dimW > nk; then there is some B E W such that 
and B, is nonzero while B3 = 0. Choose C such that 
and (Y = p(C,) >, p(B,) for any B E W of the form 
Define a linear transformation L by 
L(A) = (: ;*&)A( o’-l op)> 
where P and Q are chosen so that 
L(C) = 
Clearly dim L( W ) = dim W. Let W* = L(W); then for all A E W*, we have 
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C:=rauiaiv = 0 for all U, v > k. Now consider (XL(C)+ A)= B E W*, where 
A is any element of W*. Since Z:=rbUibi, = 0 for all u, v > k, we must have 
aij = 0 for i > k and j< (Y. Otherwise say a,, * 0, with s > k and t < a; then 
i bsibi,k+t = 5 usi”i,k+t + ust(x + ut,k+t)=x’ust + x, 
i=l i=l 
i-t 
where X has no terms in x. Thus for suitable choice of x, C:= rb,, bi k+ t * 0, a 
contradiction; thus us t = 0 for all s > k and t G a. 
Now define subspaces U and V of M,,.(F) by 
EW* implies (tl #Uand (13 ;‘)EV. 
Clearly, dim W* Q dim U + dimV and dim U < k2, and since we have assumed 
dimW* = dimW > nk, we must have dimV > (n - k)k. Let V, be the sub 
space of V such that 
E V, if and only if A, = 0. 
Consider the space V/V,. Here v + V, * 0 + V, if and only if 
v= with As*O, 
From the above A, = [Om_k,a*]; h ence dimV/V, Q (m - k)(k - a). However 
dimV/V,=dimV-dimV,<(m-k)(k-cu). So dimV,>dimV-(m-k)(k 
- a). However, dimV > (n - k)k, so that dimV, > (n - k)k - (m - k(k - a) 
2 (n - k)k -(n - k)(k - a)= (n - k)[k -(k - a)] = (n - k)a. Thus by [6, 
Theorem 2.11 there is a matrix B E V, such that p(B) > (Y. Hence there exists 
EEW*, E= 
with p( E,) > a, contradicting our choice of C E W. Thus dim W < nk. n 
THEOREM 2. ZfE = (1,2,..., k} and T(R,) c R, then T(R,) _C R,. 
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Proof. Suppose there exists A E M,, JF) such that p(A) = 1 and 
p(T(A))= s > 1. If every A E T(R,) has rank less than or equal to s, then 
define E'= (1,. . . , s}. Otherwise say p(B) = s and p(T( B)) = si > s. Define Ti 
by T,(X) = T(UT(X)V), where U and V are nonsingular matrices such that 
UT(A)V=B. Thus p(A)=1 and p(T,(A))=s,>s and T,(R,)cR,. Re- 
peating this process at most k - 1 times, we find a transformation T, such that 
p(T,(A))= s’ and T,(R,,)c R,,, where E'= {l,...,s’). 
Case 1: s’> 2. Here we have that dimIm T < HIS' by Lemma 3; thus 
dimkerTan(m-s’). However, since kerTn(U;LIRj)=O, we have 
dim ker T < ( TI - s')( m - s'), a contradiction. 
Case 2: s’= 2. Here E'= {1,2}. By Lemma 1, if A E ImT, 
where A, is 2x2. Since kerTn(U~=,Rj)=O, we have dimkerT<(n- 
2)(m - 2), so that 
U(ImT)V= A. A = { . (t: tz)whereA,is2x2}. 
Nowif (R,UR,)nkerT=0 thendimkerTg(n-4)(m-4)=nm-4n- 
4m + 16. Thus dimImT > 4n +4m - 16 > 2n +2m - 4, since n, m > 4, a 
contradiction. (Note that if m = 3 then ker T n R, * 0, or else T is nonsingu- 
lar and the theorem holds.) 
Thus say p(C) = 3 or 4 and T(C) = 0. Further suppose p(T( A)) = p(C). 
[Note that by the structure of U(Im T)V, such a T(A) exists.] Let U’ and V’ 
be nonsingular matrices such that U’T( A)V’ = C. Define Tl by T,(X) = 
T(U'T(X)V'). Here, T,(R,.)c R,, and T,(A)=O. That is, dimImT,< 
dim Im T. However, as argued above for T, there exist nonsingular matrices 
U, and V, such that 
U,(ImT,)V, = { . (ii t2) whereAiis2x2). A. A = 
Thus dim Im Tl = dim Im T, a contradiction. 
Thus T(R,)cR,. 
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THEOREM 3. ZfE={k+l,..., m} and T(R,) c R, then T(R,) c R,. 
Proof. Suppose T( R, ) g R,; then by Theorem 1, T is singular. Hence 
T(A) = 0 for some A E M,,,(F). Say p(A) = 1. Clearly I < k. Since T(R,) G 
R,, there exists B E M,,,,(F) such that p(B)= k - I + 1 and p(T(B))> k. 
Define the space of matrices S as in Theorem 1, case 2, subcase 2. As in 
Theorem 1, if U and V are nonsingular matrices and 
define Tl by T,(X) = T(UXV). Here, T,(S) is a space of matrices, each of 
rank at least k + 1, of dimension (n - k)(m - k)+ 1, an impossibility. Thus 
T(R,) c_ R,. n 
4. SUMMARY 
We summarize our results by: 
THEOREM 4. Zf T: M,,,,(F) + M,,,(F) is a linear transfmtion such 
that T(R,) c R,, E a proper subset of (1,. . . ,min(m, n)}, and if 
(i) T is nonsingular; 
,(ii) E={l,..., k} for sume k, 1~ k -C min(m, n); or 
(iii) E=(k+l,..., min(m, n)} for some k, 1~ k < min(m, n); 
then there exist rwnsingulur m x m and n x n matrices U and V respectively 
such that either 
(i) T:A+UAVforaZZAEM,,,(F),or 
(ii) m = n and T: A + UA’V f& all A E M,,,(F), 
where A’ denotes the transpose of A. 
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